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The child of Greek immigrants in Mile End, Montreal struggles to 
cut bonds of tribe and family.
At 45, Alex Doukas is trying to make sense of a life in ruins. His 
quest takes him past Mile End in the fifties, when young Greeks 
like his parents flocked to Montreal, all the way to war-torn Ath-
ens and a girl hiding under a bed. Then forward again, through 
the torments of youth, to flight from his immigrant ghetto and a 
glimpse of freedom - and the turbulent romance that leads to a 
violent unravelling, even as his parents spiral to their dooms.
But if life is anguish, nobody else got the memo: not the old 
Greek men in their windbreakers still trumpeting for Achilles, 
not the unstoppable force that is a Greek mother offering drinks 
to an unthirsty boy, not the erudite 10 year old with teenage 
brothers as he lectures on female anatomy. Because Mile End 
doesn’t slow down for something as familiar as tragedy.
A Foreign Country explores the burdens of history, the bonds 
of tribe and family, and the ferocious pull of love. And from one 
man’s tale of failure, something wondrous unfolds: a profound, 
moving, sometimes tragic, often hilarious, portrait of a family 
and panorama of an age.

A FOREIGN COUNTRY
Fotios Sarris

Fotios Sarris was born in Montreal to 
first-generation Greek immigrants. After 
graduating in English from Concordia, 
he completed his Ph.D at University of 
Toronto. A long-time communications 
instructor at Ryerson University, Fotios 
now lives in Toronto. A Foreign Country 
is his first novel.
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Metaphyical Dictionary
Svetlana Lilova
Over a year on Amazon Top 100 
Kindle Singles. A virtuoso vanishing 
act, a puzzle in die-cut pieces, and an 
unexpected meditation on loss.  
“A beautifully written, hypnotic  
shapeshifter.” - Christine Fischer Guy 
ISBN 978-0-9937909-0-4 · 72 pp · $9.95

Metaphyical Dictionary
Svetlana Lilova
Exquisite depictions of the young and 
of the timeless cynicism of youth, the 
sorrows of mothers who foresee the 
lives of their daughters in a flash, and 
the muffled private heartbreak of  
women life has swept aside. 
ISBN 978-0-9937909-4-2 · 124 pp · $12.95

Metaphyical Dictionary
Svetlana Lilova
Svetlana Lilova’s inspiring stealth best-
seller. Poems as term and definition, 
sorted alphabetically, with drawings 
moody and delightful by Graham Falk.  
“Profound, whimsical, and wise.”  
- Marilyn Herle, Educateria
ISBN 978-0-9937909-2-8 · 96 pp · $14.95

He Doesn’t Hurt People Anymo 
Dane Swan
Seven slices of urban life. Precise, un-
flinching but compassionate, Trillium 
Award nominee Dane Swan’s tales are 
bound together by his insight into the 
ways we hurt, and the ways we heal. 

ISBN 978-0-9937909-9-7 · 96 pp · $9.95

EDWIN
Roslyn Schwartz
“Edwin is a small format masterpiece. Deeply felt, with alternating 
highs and lows, its rhythmic, circular structure invites multiple 
readings and contemplation. It’s both life—and death—affirming. 
It’s impossible to slot this book into any traditional category. File 
under: Original. Appropriate for all ages.”

Edwin is a wiry, corkish sort of fellow. Though he may seem to be 
telling a tale for children, that impression is quickly dispelled:  
Edwin is depressed. He’s old enough to die.

Frank, emotional, and delightful too, Edwin is an entirely original 
creation, whose irrepressible hero finds his own special redemption 
in Schwartz’s mindful tale.

ISBN 978-1-988887-04-3 · 64 pp · Hardcover · $12.95

Roslyn Schwartz is one of Canada’s most 
successful and beloved children’s authors. Her 
Mole Sisters series has entranced generations 
of young readers. She is a past winner of 
the Writer’s Trust Vicki Metcalf Award for 
Children’s Literature. Born in Montreal, Roslyn 
grew up in Tunbridge Wells, England, later 
returning to Montreal.

Personal
Dave Green

Photos from the road, 
the tavern, and the 
motel room too. A very 
steady seller that keeps 
on building moment-
tum, with a haunting 
introduction by Lynn 
Farrell. 8 x 9.5 inches, 
102 b&w plates offset 
printed on 100# silk.

ISBN 978-0-9937909-5-9  
112 pp · $30

“Powerful and haunting.”  
- Lisa de Nikolits

“Thoroughly satisfying.” 
- The Globe and Mail

“These epigrammatic gems 
resonate profoundly.”  
- Toronto Star.

It’s Hard To Be Human · Valerie Buhagiar 978-1-988887-00-5 · 112 pp · $20
Screenplay and 100 colour images from adaptation of Strindberg’s Dream Play.
City Colour · Graham Falk · ISBN 978-0-9937909-3-5 · 36pp · $9.95
16 scenes from the urban margins, drawn by Graham, coloured by you.
The Realm of Means · David Hull · ISBN  978-1-988887-02-9 · 232pp · $15
Philosophers contend with sex, death, Nazis, one another. 4.5 at Goodreads.

“These epigrammatic gems 
resonate profoundly.”  
- Toronto Star.


